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ABSTRACT 
Our research considers the problem of designing support for local community communications.  We present a description 
of  a suburban  community  communication  fabric  as  revealed  through  observations  of  long-term  use  of  a networked 
community  noticeboard  and  the  introduction  of  a  tailored  email  digest  to  registered  noticeboard  users.  The  paper 
contributes an understanding of how iterative situated design in a user community can help us to design for participation 
in the use of technologies  that can support  growth  of a community  communication  fabric.  The different  roles of the 
situated display and email digest are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Our  interest  in  a  community  noticeboard  as  a  Situated  Display  is  derived  from  the  observed  need  to  make  local 
community communications visible and accessible. (Redhead & Brereton, 2006). Our prior research found that active 
community  members  used private email extensively  to discuss  and organize  collective  action.   However  this private- 
strategic activity, while having advantages, also had its drawbacks in that knowledge was lost over time and there was no 
central place where people could be seen to be working on and discussing community issues. 
 
Limitations on the means to post in public places meant that messages were hand delivered to letterboxes and physical 
noticeboards  or posted  to Web  sites  without  much  ability  to attract  new  and daily  use.   The idea  of using  Situated 
Displays  combined  with Internet  Technologies  is to design  a community  communications  platform  and through  use, 
grow  and extend  it to weave  communications  in the community  fabric  of individuals,  households,  public  space,  and 
online  space  (both  public  and  private).    Our  focus  is  on  the  broader  community  fabric  (figure  1),  rather  than  the 
immediate surrounds of a single Situated Display. 
 
Although externally driven crises prompt communities to action, they create a great deal of stress, consume a great deal 
of  energy  and  drive  the  community  to  respond  in  a  reactive  manner  in  whatever  way  they  can  using  existing 
communication  methods.    We  are  interested  in  how  to  build  a  better  fabric  of  community  communication  using 
ubiquitous computing technologies  that can enable communities  to grow greater connection over time, so that they can 
become proactive and self determining, and so that when externally driven crises arise, they can be better connected and 
able  to respond.   This  approach  has necessitated  designing  for discussions  that sustain  beyond  short-term  goals  and 
beyond the usual suspects that are most likely to participate to the broader community. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1:  Community Fabric of Individuals, Households, Public Space, and Online Space 
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Our  vision  is  to  connect  communities  and  allow  anyone  to  post  free  from  editorial  control  except  for  community 
moderation for porn and profanity.  However, designing a medium that meets the needs of a critical mass from the small 
population of a suburban community  is a challenge, and so we have embarked on iterative design research in order to 
explore, test and evolve our design propositions    within the community. Our work has focused on a digital community 
noticeboard and an email digest of postings. 
 
RELATED WORK 
The Blacksburg Electronic Village (BEV) and Seattle Community Network (SCN) are community-building projects 
established  in  the  early  1990s  that  remain  active  today.    Although  internet  services  have  increased  from  email, 
newsgroups, web publishing, and web hosting, as was available to BEV and SCN, to a wide choice of social utility sites 
designed  for  connecting  networks  of  people  (e.g.  Facebook,  MySpace,  Twitter),  place-based  community-building 
initiatives such as the BEV and the SCN remain the exception. Further exploration is needed to understand how to foster 
grassroots engagement for sustainable community building. 
 
Although barriers to Situated Display interaction exist (Brignull & Rogers, 2003), the engagement qualities provide 
opportunity to initiate participation both through the display (Peltonen et al., 2008; Peltonen et al., 2007) and within the 
social setting (Churchill  & Nelson, 2007; Churchill,  Nelson et al 2004). The Wray Photo Display research indentified 
potential for networked Situated Displays to support local communications  (Taylor et al., 2007). This research explores 
the coupling of Internet technologies and Situated Displays as a means to foster grassroots engagement in sustainable 
community  building.   While the interactions  within the immediate  surrounds  of Situated Displays are well understood 
and documented,  this research  aims to grow community  communications  and extends the focus of engagement  to the 
wider community context that has not been described in other Situated Display research. 
 
METHOD 
This  research  applies  an exploratory  prototype  as a means  to invite  participation  and inspire  design  iterations.    The 
exploratory prototype is a central artefact in the Reflective Agile Iterative Design (RAID) framework (Heyer & Brereton, 
2010; Heyer, Brereton, & Viller, 2008).  RAID inherits much from Action Research, an iterative social research method 
(planning, action, observation  and evaluation) and from Web 2.0 technology development  methods.   The framework is 
part of the Web 2.0 approach we are taking to development where releases are ongoing and responsive to use rather than 
locked into a software release cycle (O'Reilly, 2005). 
 
Both authors are involved in the Nnub community as participant observers, however one is also a resident of the locality 
and is involved in neighbourhood  life from occasional activities such as community action to more everyday casual and 
social  interactions.  This  deepens  her  involvement  as  a  participant  observer  and  provides  many  opportunities  for 
observation  and reflection  embedded  in the context  of place and people.   Other participant  observation  opportunities 
where fellow researchers can be involved arise through this connection such as helping with the fundraising efforts for 
the local school. 
 
This discussion draws from our visits to the store and conversations with the store owners, conversations with people in 
the neighbourhood, interviews, email surveys and feedback, and interface and Internet activity logging including postings 
(fragments of ethnographic data) from the prototype in use. 
 
THE EXPLORATORY  PROTOTYPE 
The exploratory prototype we have developed as part of this research is a networked community noticeboard called Nnub 
(an abbreviation  of Neighborhood  Nub).   Nnub  is the coupling  of a Situated  Display  and  Internet  technologies  and 
operates through a Situated Display (noticeboard) interface on a touch enabled 40" panel and a Web interface. 
 
While  the  noticeboard  and  Web  interface  hold  the  same  content  for  viewing,  they  are  designed  to  serve  different 
purposes.  The noticeboard interface is directed at engaging people, browsing, and quick notice creation and distribution 
using the touch display and mobile devices (mobile interaction  is planned for future iterations).   The Web interface is 
directed at follow up interaction, searching, and creation and distribution of notices using files typically stored on a home 
computer e.g. email addresses and pdf files. Anyone can upload. 
 
LOCALITY CHARACTERISTICS 
The area in which this research  is focused  has grown to include  two neighbouring  suburbs,  Moggill  and Bellbowrie. 
These are outer western dormitory suburbs, situated about 18km from the Brisbane Central Business District with a high 
dependence on commuting to neighboring areas for community facilities. 
 
The population  of Moggill  and Bellbowrie  combined  is just over nine thousand,  with Bellbowrie  accounting  for two 
thirds of this population.   Moggill is listed as the third fastest growing population in Brisbane with 13.2% growth in the 
year to June 2009.  Access to the Internet is high; 85.9% of occupied private dwellings in Moggill and 87% of occupied 
private dwellings in Bellbowrie have access to the Internet (2006 census data). 
 
Previous studies have found that introducing a community communications  network in a community hub is an effective 
way to introduce a new network to a community.   Local libraries played an important supporting role for both the SCN 
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and the BEV, especially in the early introductory phases of the projects (Carroll, 2005; Schuler, 2005).  Our challenge, in 
this dormitory locality, has been to introduce and sustain a community network and make local communications  visible 
with the absence of a traditional public space such as a library. 
 
THE COMMUNITY HUB 
We initially focused our design of Nnub in Moggill, the less densely populated of the two suburbs, which has a small 
central area with a store, school, and church facilities.   We observed that despite the store being a commercial business, 
the precinct acted as a community hub.  People would use the store and the school precinct for both planned and casual 
meetings.  In addition, the store owners were socially connected with people in the community through their role as shop 
keepers and as local residents, were interested in building their business alongside supporting local community, and were 
supportive of the our ideas for building community communications. 
 
Situated Display as Attention Getter: The noticeboard interface was placed in this neighbourhood hub with the aim of 
attracting attention to local communications and as a means to invite participation in local communications.   The logging 
data revealed clearly that initially the noticeboard did attract a significant amount more use than the Web interface (which 
contain identical content) and as such did serve the purpose of attracting attention to local communications  (figure 1). 
Other Situated  Displays  such as City Wall (Peltonen  et al., 2008; Peltonen  et al., 2007) placed on the city street and 
EyeCanvas (Churchill & Nelson, 2007) situated in a café have been shown to attract use from passers by and visitors. 
 
In the period from July 2008 to July 2009 noticeboard sessions remained far higher than Web visits, although Web visits 
have increased significantly from the time we started sending a weekly email digest in March 2010. The digest included 
an editorial of the weekly notices with hyperlinks to the week’s notices.  The break in November was not recorded due to 
a change in software installed during that month. An obvious peak in February is accounted for by the return of school 
children  after  the  summer  holidays.  The  store  was  forced  to  close  when  their  lease  expired  in  January  2010  and 
noticeboard interaction dropped steadily as the store wound down its business.  In addition, the slump in interaction from 
around September through to the new year seems to coincide with a generally busy period for people with the lead up to 
the end of year and summer holidays. 
 
Although throughout this period the noticeboard did attract interaction and attention to the noticeboard content, we found 
the noticeboard had limited capacity to invite and grow participation in local communications.   The noticeboard was not 
a strong catalyst for people to visit the Web interface and register to upload notices.   While functionality  to post in the 
store by scribbling on the touch screen produced a lot of content, we found this quick type of post to be of far less interest 
to the broader community than other notices posted on the Web that were more considered by the author and contained 
community building characteristics (discussed later). 
 
Future work could examine the noticeboard interface further to explore whether a Situated Display could be designed to 
better lead to follow up Web visits.   Although we did show the Web address at all times on the noticeboard, it seemed 
that people perceived the platform or media to be a place for others with authority to post.  It wasn’t immediately obvious 
that anyone could post in the same way that a physical noticeboard  invites posting.   People had asked the shopkeepers 
how much was charged and if they could post.  In addition the obvious investment of hardware and software, as opposed 
to a simple physical noticebaord, meant that some people were more consumed by this than any facility it might provide. 
Some  people  commented  on  the  appearance  of  the  technology  and  that  it  would  be  beyond  their  knowledge  of 
technology.     Further,  several  people  we  had  interviewed  had  posted  using  the  Web  interface  without  seeing  the 
noticeboard interface and some didn’t know it existed, clearly indicating the noticeboard played no role in their interest to 
post. 
 
 
 
Figure 2:  Web visits compared to noticeboard sessions 
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Influenced by Churchill’s EyeCanvas (Churchill & Nelson, 2007) work, we implemented Scribbles that allow people  to 
write    directly    on    the    noticeboard.    We  imagined  being  able  to  instantly  post  would  eliminate  the  barrier  of 
remembering  the Web address, having time to visit the Web at home, and finally registering to make the post.   People 
could instead quickly write a post on the move in the store, maybe with children following and shopping or chatting to be 
done at the time. Scribbles  also offered  potential  visual appeal,  as images  had been by far the most popular  content 
viewed on the noticeboard. 
 
With Scribbles implemented the rate of postings made in the store increased dramatically, however the characteristics of 
the Scribbles and the notices posted through the Web interface were very different.  The bulk of Scribbles were made by 
school  children  and  related  mostly  to  things  that  were  happening  with  their  peers  at  that  time.    Examples  include 
messages to say hello to their friends, to let others know they had been there, to declare their love for each other, and 
various  drawings.   Most Scribbles  only received  a couple  of hits each on the noticeboard  probably  due to their vast 
numbers, similar content and personal in-the-moment nature. 
 
Scribbles did grow the communications  and add diversity, but they lend themselves to quick, chattier postings that refer 
more to personal contextual  references  such as friends and feelings while notices posted through the Web were more 
obviously intended for others in the neighbourhood i.e. event notifications, requests for interest in community initiatives, 
good and services for sale, and political messages.   Scribbles far outnumbered  notices and with this influx some issues 
were presented for the interaction design of both the noticeboard and Web interfaces.   To remedy this we simply broke 
the media types up so that Scribbles and notices could be navigated separately, however the greater challenge was to find 
a  way  to  grow  the  notice  postings  to  balance  the  content  and  convey  the  design  intention  to  have  the  message 
characteristics found in notice postings growing and visible in the community. 
 
We  have  found  that  in  this  local  community  hub  the  ability  for  the  noticeboard  as  a  Situated  Display  to  invite 
participation in more considered community-building  conversations over the long term was limited to quick interactions 
in the moment that do not lead to follow up participation or interest from the broader community. 
 
REACHING BEYOND THE HUB 
The Role of the Digest in Community Building: In addition to a sharp increase in Web visits from March 2010 when 
the first email digest was sent, we have noted a shift in the balance of the types of notice posted. Many of the earlier posts 
were quite typical classified advertisements as found on physical noticeboards, however more recently there has been an 
increase  in  posts  that  invite  others  to  respond.    Examples  of  these  propose  a  Men’s  shed,  a  community  garden,  a 
babysitting club, and a home brew club.  Other examples invite discussion around lack of youth services in the locality, 
the local shopping centre, and a bad smell in the area!  With this shift there has also been a sharp increase in the number 
of comments that contribute to the communications. To date 60 distinct local users have posted to Nnub. 
 
Further we have found that notices with community  building characteristics  generate the most interest. Of the top ten 
notices viewed from January 2010, eight refer to discussions about the locality i.e. development, environmental concerns, 
activity  to  build  social  connection  and  sustainable  futures.    The  communications  that  take  most  time  to  post  and 
consideration to write are of the most interest to people over time. 
 
We know from speaking to community  leaders that email is used as a primary communication  to keep members up to 
date between meetings and events.  Such email communication is coordinated from a person or group of people that have 
responsibility  for communicating  to the member body.   While the Nnub email digest contains an editorial written by a 
member (in this case one of the research team living in the area), the digest summarises notice content generated from a 
diverse  range  of  people  across  the  community  and  works  to  invite  participation  and  response  across  a  mesh  of 
households. The digest also includes a customized title to summarise the weekly happenings. These touches distinguish it 
from standard automated email integration with generic headings and no personal editorial. The digest works in this way 
to build a community and dialogue over time while reinforcing the Nnub philosophy that anyone can post. While email 
digests work very well to keep a member community informed, further work is needed to consider how to better support 
transitions from private to group to public communications, so that a communication fabric grows. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Although  there  is  a  great  deal  of  active  interest  in  the  locality  and  motivation  to  build  discussion  and  networks, 
community building is always a challenge that requires sustained effort. Face-to-face contact and group email lists serve 
people in the loop well, but in a fast growing  community  there is much to discuss and an ever increasing  number of 
people to involve. 
 
Although situated displays invite attention, interaction,  browsing and scribbling on location, so far the situated display 
appears to contribute primarily to a kind of in-the-moment  private or small group activity that is of a different nature to 
the broader community  building activity that appears to be supported by the web and email digest. The tailored email 
digest which summarises and links to notices posted by the community reaches people at their own computers and has 
correlated  with a rise in postings specifically  aimed at community  building.  Our future work will continue  to explore 
better integration of the community communication fabric. 
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